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What is a GASQ AEC?

- GASQ Accredited Exam Centers (AECs) are institutions that offer GASQ e-exams from anywhere in the world.
- More than 250 AECs, cooperation partners, certification schemes and national testing boards are representing GASQ on multiple national markets.
- AECs worldwide help GASQ certify more than 20,000 people yearly in Europe, Asia, North and South America, Australia and Africa.
- GASQ AECs can freely choose from the range of leading globally recognized certifications in software quality and other areas.
Who Can Become a GASQ AEC?

We aim to make sure that any institution that satisfies our technical requirements and wants to become an AEC benefits from this decision. Becoming an AEC would be especially advantageous for:

- **Exam Centers**
  - If you are already offering examinations in your exam center, becoming a GASQ AEC would increase your product range and expand your customer base.

- **Training Providers**
  - If you are a training provider for GASQ examination schemes, you can benefit even more from offering GASQ examinations at your location.

- **Educational Institutions**
  - Any educational institution can become an exam center, securing a more efficient utilization of its resources and obtaining an additional source of income.

- **Companies**
  - Companies that place a high value on certification of their employees can become an AEC and ensure more flexible and financially beneficial solutions.
Benefits for GASQ AEC

By becoming a GASQ AEC, you receive plenty of benefits in the form of...

✓ Internationally recognized examinations in software quality and other areas

You receive an opportunity to offer leading examination schemes in following areas:

• Software Testing
• Requirement Engineering
• Usability and User Experience
• Mobile App Testing
• IT Governance
• Occupational Health and Safety
• Business Analysis

High demand for our exams worldwide ensures a stable influx of customers for you
Benefits for GASQ AEC

By becoming a GASQ AEC, you receive plenty of benefits in the form of...

- Free choice of examinations and independent scheduling

You reserve the right to choose from the range of our certifications and only offer the exams that are in demand in your company, country or region.

We grant you full scheduling flexibility to help you utilize your work hours with maximum efficiency.

Furthermore, we do not require your exam center to be dedicated solely to GASQ examinations.

Independent scheduling and choice of exams at your disposal increases your flexibility and profit.
Benefits for GASQ AEC

By becoming a GASQ AEC, you receive plenty of benefits in the form of...

✓ Revenue Opportunities

As a GASQ AEC, you also obtain monetary benefits. How does this work?

• You define the date of your exam and purchase the needed amount of exam slots for a discounted fixed price.

• You resell the exams directly to your customers for a price that you can define yourself.

Becoming a GASQ AEC is a lucrative decision.
Benefits for GASQ AEC

By becoming a GASQ AEC, you receive plenty of benefits in the form of...

✓ Promotion and Support by GASQ

We support you as our AEC by:

• Publishing your exam date on our website to help you reach your potential customers
• Creating exam slots according to your requests
• Helping you to reschedule or cancel the exams

Additionally, you receive:

• Your GASQ AEC logo that you can use on your website or your printed materials
• Your personalized GASQ AEC Certificate
• Support in promoting your site and our exams
Technical Requirements

In order to become an GASQ AEC, you must fulfill these requirements:

- An exam center needs to have at least 1 work station
- In case there are multiple work stations, the distance between them must be at least 1 meter
- All work stations need to be equipped with a PC with at least Intel Core i3 or compatible, and with at least 256 MB RAM
- All PCs need to have access to the Internet (min. 256 kb with 15 participants)
- All PCs need to have Internet Explorer (min. version 5.0) or Mozilla Firefox (min. version 3.0)
- All computer monitors must have at least 13,3 inches
Accreditation Process

Become an AEC in 5 easy steps:

1. **Application**
   Write us an e-mail with the request to become our accredited exam center. In order to get an approval from us, we ask you to enclose the pictures of your potential examination rooms. You will be hearing from us soon after the application submission.
   Before applying, please make sure your site meets our [technical requirements](#).

2. **Contract**
   You will receive the contract containing our terms and conditions.

3. **Accreditation fee**
   You need to pay a one-time accreditation fee.

4. **Test**
   After the previous steps are settled, you get access to our exam system and conduct a test to make sure that your internet speed is sufficient and that everything runs smooth next time.

5. **Accreditation**
   We add your company to our system, you receive your GASQ AEC Logo and your personalized GASQ AEC Certificate, and can start scheduling your exams with GASQ.

Congratulations!

✓ You are a GASQ AEC and you can offer our exams to your clients from now on.
You would like to know more?

- Find out more about GASQ here
- Discover GASQ product portfolio here
- Inform yourself about becoming a GASQ Partner* here
- Learn about GASQ Logo Guidelines here

* GASQ Partner Program and GASQ AEC Program are not mutually exclusive and can be combined
Learn more about GASQ

- [www.gasq.org](http://www.gasq.org)
- [www.twitter.com/gasq](http://www.twitter.com/gasq)
- [www.facebook.com/softwarequality](http://www.facebook.com/softwarequality)

Contact GASQ

- [info@gasq.org](mailto:info@gasq.org)

Your international exam provider – Certifying people globally